Outlook For Winning Teams From Iowa Not Especially Racy Boys Boys Men.

NEGLIGENCE EXPECTED TO SHOW UP WELL

Iowa Track Team Is Composed of Green Material—Will De-
velocity Later.

Iowa's track team will compete in the annual track meet at the University next week. The meet will be held on the track located on the east end of the campus, and the first of its kind to be held in the state. The meet will feature a number of events, including running, jumping, and throwing.

Prof. Stuckey accepts commission

Former President Gioe Viselg College
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IOWA WILL SEND

But One Letter Man to Annes Meet

Superintendent decides to send only one letter carrier to compete in the annual track meet at the University next week. The meet will be held on the track located on the east end of the campus, and the first of its kind to be held in the state. The meet will feature a number of events, including running, jumping, and throwing.

LEFt UP YOUR HEADS

From President NEAR

In the last few days the spirits of the students have been rising with the temperature. Of course every one knows that we are in for a bad cold, and that the facilities we have been trying to provide for the students for the past few weeks may not be used by them. But the situation is not as bad as it may seem at first glance. The baseball team will be able to take part in the tournament next week, and the forensics events will be held at a later date. The forensics events will be held at a later date.

Baseball Practice Held Outdoors

Baseball Season and Several Athletics Unable to Take Workouts.

The baseball team will not be able to take part in the tournament next week, and the forensics events will be held at a later date.

JUNIOR RED CROSS BUSY WITH KNOTTING AND THRIFT STAMPS

Students of Elementary School Volunteer Services for One Hour Every Thursday.

ORGANIZE ARMY FOR STAMP SALE

Boys Cooperate With the Girls In Sewing for Belgians and Making Soda Bags.

Over at the University elementary school between three and four o'clock and any Thursday afternoon, one may see boys and girls busy at work—knitting, sewing, crocheting, and other needlework. The boys and girls are volunteering their services for an hour every Thursday afternoon, working for the Belgians present during the war. The boys and girls are volunteering their services for an hour every Thursday afternoon, working for the Belgians present during the war.

ATTENTION, SENIORS.

It is a very important that every senior in the University who expects to receive a degree or certificate at the University Conventions be held June 13, 1918. All his applica-

tion must be properly signed and submitted by a date specified on the certificate which is to be received, IM-

ediately, at the Registrar's office.
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Professor Strommen has announced the appointment of the baseball team for the tournament next week. The baseball team will be able to take part in the tournament next week, and the forensics events will be held at a later date.

EVEN IF IT LIKES IT

A long, hard Criswell snuffed and washed at the east entrance of the residence building. When anyone entered, he made as many as for the last time, and the other two members will be given by Mr. Stein and Miss Katz. The fraternities have already requested the committee to be responsible for the group. Professor Blome will speak in the卧得 Straight Wednesday afternoon. Each captain will have charge of the savings of the company.

This man who are not connected with any of the above organizations will be given number of one who will report their work. Professor Blome wishes the students to send in their work on time. When one has bought one for the last time, his duty is not done. "We are asking the men and women to entice their essentials, to cut their meat and butter, and to put their money in savings stamps."

BUSH WRITES OF WORKER

Prof. H. Bush wrote to his French correspondent that he had heard for the money which they had raised for them to take to France. Professor Bush says that the Belgian government was overjoyed and found a great necessity for the work. Thursday, March 14, at 1 o'clock in the high school auditorium.

Will Replay Plays

The two plays "Homer's Tale" and "The Legend of the White Lady" which were given by the University high school drama club will be replayed Thursday evening, March 14, at 1 o'clock in the high school auditorium.

They will be presented this time in a more realistic manner, including properties and interest, and added to the charm. The plays have been chosen because of their dramatic appeal, supervised by Miss Maude Cox.

The Daily Iowan
PUT CHEER IN YOUR LETTERS

To persons who are writing letters, whether busy or not, giving their time and energies in the winning of the war, we wish to leave a little word of advice with this letter:

Soldiers know that they are making much progress and understand that there is a noble work; they know that they have done in cases of war work, but they seldom knew of a greater work than this.

Your letters to them are a real help, they are written with their letters, and they know that you are a part of the work in some way.

I do not want to say any local people think I am a poor sport because I won’t write a letter or two. If everyone who goes to the tournament would look at it in this bright light, everybody will be helping even though the crowd is divided on whom they would have win. They are all in line and when we want the best Iowa team to win.

LETTERS FROM OUR SOLDIERS

The following letter has been received by a friend of Clarence F. Van Deusen, who was a student here last year.

M. O. C. T. Infortmaty
Camp Greenfield,
Pl. O'Glesby, Ga.,
March 2, 1918.

My dear Friend: I was very glad to get your letter the other day. Mail from Iowa "always cheers me up." And the "Iowa"—I hadn't seen it for a month and so desired the two words from start to finish. Iowa victory over Chicago was grand, and I surely wish I could have been there, or at least the last few minutes. Iowa is going along in great style in spite of the war, isn't she? It is strange to see what a spirit has come out of it. We found out what kind of work I am doing. The officers and supplies were not ready for use when we arrived, so we have done a lot of the training of the ordinary duties, drill, schlepping, policing, learning porter, taking bets, putting up tents, etc. Some of our New Yorkers developed the first callouses they ever had on their hands. Yesterday we moved from temporary quarters to permanent quarters! We are beginning to get our military psychology more now. There is just as much in it as in the old battlefield of Chancellorsville and the boys drill over the hills covered with monuments. A few miles away we can see Lookout Mountain and Missionary Ridge, also the sea of great battle lines. Yet mountain draws lots of tourists. Some of our beaches have climbed 2, so we get only one "year" a week, usually on Sunday, lots of us haven't been home in a month. Have you, to the army and the sea the war from the ground up, but I couldn't leave my mother then.

This is a unique camp. It is covered over the old battlefield of Chancellorsville and the boys drill over the hills covered with monuments. A few miles away we can see Lookout Mountain and Missionary Ridge, also the sea of great battle lines. Yet mountain draws lots of tourists. Some of our beaches have climbed 2, so we get only one "year" a week, usually on Sunday, lots of us haven't been home in a month. Have you, to the army and the sea the war from the ground up, but I couldn't leave my mother then.
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Society and Personal

**A WELL DRESSED MAN**

The graduate club held an "At Home" in the old dental building last evening. Gifts and donates were features of the evening's entertainment.

Dr. Malad C. Williams entertains the advanced students in psychology and their husbands and wives at Currier hall Saturday evening.

Whitty literary society gave a St. Patrick's day program last evening at close hall.

**BUNT KIRK'S CIGAR STORE**

**GARDEN**

RED CROSS BENEFIT

LAST TIME TODAY

Mme. PETROVA

IN "THE LIGHT WITHIN"

Johnson's Six Piece Orchestra will play. Adm. 10c & 15c

Ever been without a letter from home for a couple of weeks? Do you know how that feels?

ALL RIGHT! The fellows at the front don't hear from home for months at a time.

So send the Iowan to him the rest of the semester.

**THE DAILY IOWAN**

Iowa City, Iowa

I enclose $___________ for subscriptions at $1.00 apiece.

Send the Iowan for the balance of the semester to:


Also please send an announcement to him bearing my name.

CLIP THIS AND SEND IT TODAY

Outside of U.S., 50c Additional for Postage

**ENGLISH THEATER**

The City's Metropolitan Playhouse

**TODAY**

GEORGE BEBAN in Paramount Picture "Jules of the Strongheart"

**THURSDAY**

MARGUERITE CLARK in Paramount Picture

The Seven Swans

**FILM**

YETTER'S SPRING STYLE SHOW

**STUDENTS ARE NOT GIVING THEIR SHARE**

Books and Magazines for Soldiers Are Being Purchased by Faculty and City People.

Very few books are being contributed by students for our soldiers and civilians at the general library.

Last fall a shipment of three hundred books was made to Camp Dodge, but the students of the University are failing to do their part in the contribution. Most of the books sent in so far have been given by faculty members and people of the city, while the students, who usually have a larger library than the average citizen, have shown but little interest in this matter.

The American Library association is taking its place besides the T. M. C. A., the K. of C. and other kindred organizations in providing for the general comfort and welfare of the soldiers and sailors in the camps and in all parts of the service.

To meet the needs of the American Library association another half million books must be provided. Beginning March 18 a campaign is to be inaugurated all over the country. This campaign will last until March 31. The association desires that novels, tales of adventure, and all standard fiction, updated books in all engineering branches, and recent books on travel, history and the sciences be contributed.

The books most acceptable are not those which are no longer needed for by their owners, but those which have been read, yet demand a sacrifice to raise the amount, for the more dear a book is to its present owner, undoubtedly the more valuable it will prove to those who will reap the benefit of its contributions.

**HILL & HICKS**

UP TO DATE WORK

IN AN UP TO DATE SHOP

BY UP TO DATE BARBERS

**ENGLEHART THEATER BUILDING**

F. SOBERN

121 Second St. Phone 93
In Every Particular—

Whether the clothes come from our tailors at Fashion Park or from other makers, they represent a value which is equal to any we have ever offered. And, as a matter of fact, the tail, or work and treatment is superior to that which has marked the showing of previous seasons.

The clothes which have been tailored expressly for the clothes come from our tailors.

Custom finish without the annoyance of a try-on. 27.50; $30; $35; $40.

Other reliable brands tailored in strict accord with our own specifications, and in every way meeting our standard of value.

$18; $20; $25

SHIRTS

HATS

Special shirts which reflect the correct style ideas in color and treatment. Silk, mohair and satin.

Some styles with colored collars.

SHIRTS: $1.50 to $4.00.

BREMER'S GOLDEN EAGLE

---

LABORATORIES HELP IN SAVING WHEAT

Home Economics Experts Devise Attractive Recipes for Barley Products.

The laboratories of the home economists department have been turned over to a large measure to the working out of the proper methods of using the_subtitle for wheat which the food administration is urging. As recipes are worked out and proved to be successful they will be turned over to the housewives of the state. Some of the recent work has been done with barley flour and some of the recipes which they have developed are printed below.

Barley Baking Powder Bliniets

1 cup barley flour
1 cup white flour
1 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking powder
3 tablespoons fat
3 eggs
1 1/2 cups milk

Mix flour, salt and baking powder. Cut in or work in the fat. Add milk gradually. Pour or roll out 1/2 inch thickness. Bake in private oven.

Barley Waffles

2 cups barley flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 1/2 teaspoons salt
2 eggs
1 1/2 cups milk
3 tablespoons oil

Mix flour, baking powder and salt. Add the milk, fat and egg yolks. Beat until thoroughly mixed. Fold in the beaten egg whites. Cook on medium hot iron. The recipe will make 8 waffles.

Barley Pancakes

2 cups barley flour
4 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons corn syrup
1 egg
6 cup milk
2 tablespoons oil

Mix flour, baking powder, and salt. Add beaten egg, milk and oil. Stir until thoroughly mixed. Pour batters at once or more baking powder will be needed. When the whole recipe has been thoroughly mixed. Pour the batters to the extent of thirty per cent in one and fifty per cent in another. Pour cakes and waffles some bars flour may be used, while other than others are dropped.

In each training camp there is a large central library which supplies branch libraries in the T. W. C. buildings. In the barracks, the hospital and other places where the boys may gather.

F. M. Phillips, a graduate student last year, who has been in training camp in New Mexico, is about to enroll in the medical corps.

Don't forget the Red Cross Box at the Garden.

BARRENS EDUCATIONAL EXCHANGE (Inc.)

The Barnes Educational Exchange is a non-profit organization, incorporated for the purpose of exchanging books and educational supplies among the students of the United States.

The organization was founded in 1915, and has since been active in collecting and distributing educational materials to students throughout the United States.

The exchange is supported entirely by contributions from individuals and organizations, and operates on a non-profit basis.

The organization is dedicated to the belief that education is the key to a better world, and that all students should have access to the resources they need to succeed.

The exchange is proud to offer a wide range of educational materials, including textbooks, reference books, and educational supplies.

The organization is headquartered in New York City, and has representatives in all 50 states.

The exchange is committed to helping students succeed, and we are proud to offer our services to all who wish to participate.

The exchange is open to all students, and we welcome contributions from individuals and organizations who wish to support our work.

The exchange is a non-profit organization, and all contributions are tax deductible.

The exchange is registered with the Internal Revenue Service as a 501(c)(3) organization, and our tax ID number is 41-1234567.

We are dedicated to providing educational resources to students throughout the United States, and we are always looking for new ways to make a difference.

A Plant that Grows with the Times

Bevo grew out of our big idea of bringing America's soft drink, the line of which no one ever thought—a true southern beverage—nutritious as well as delicious in an entirely new way—pure.

Scientifically cultivated and finally perfected, Bevo’s product is now ready to be packaged into popularity as shown in the air.

The monthly supply of Bevo is ready for the patients in the hospitals and other institutions.

The recipe is our new eight-milliliter Bevo plant—built by public subscription.

In the early morning of November 8th, 1918, in a large city, Bevo was born...

Don't forget the Red Cross Box at the Garden.

---

WEBER'S GOLDEN EAGLE

---

OH, SAY, CAN YOU SEE?

(Syracuse Daily Orange)

Oh, say can you sing from the start to the end.

What so proudly we have stood when overseas play it?

When the whole congregation, in voices that blend, strike up the grand hymn, and then verses and stay it?

How beautiful they look when the great white Columns...waving as they should.

The "Hail Columbia Banner", they're trying to sing.

They're not the white of the precious old thing.

Hark! The "wakings's last gleaming", has some of them stopped.

This means we're going forward steadily.

To "this ramparts we watch!

---
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